Love is in the Air Balloon Card

Supplies:
Stamps: Lift Me Up (CM 142896/WM 142893)
Dies: Up & Away Thinlits (142748)
Bundle: Lift Me Up (CM 144712/WM 144711)
Punch: Confetti Hearts Border (137415)
Glitter Paper: Red Glimmer (121790)
Cardstocks: Real Red (102482), Basic Black (121045), Whisper White (100730), Tip Top Taupe (138336), Blushing
Bride (131198)
Ink: Memento Tuxedo Black (132708)
Misc: Big Shot (143263), Mini Glue Dots (103683), Dimensionals (104430), Fine Tip Glue Pen (138309)
Cutting Measurements:




Card base: Real Red 4 ¼” x 11" - scored at 5 ½”
Layer: Basic Black 5 ¼” x 4”
White layer: Whisper White 5 1/8” x 3 7/8”

Instructions:
1. Take the Black layer and attach to the Red card base
2. Take the detailed balloon die from Up & Away Thinlits and use it to die cut the top layer of the balloon from
black cardstock
3. Use the inner balloon dies to die cut your strips – I used the colors Tip Top Taupe, Real Red & Red Glimmer for
my stripes and Blushing Bride for the basket –use the Fine Tip Glue Pen to attach to the black top layer
4. Die cut the cloud shapes using three different cloud dies and attach to the White layer using Mini Glue Dots
5. Position the balloon where you want it, and use Dimensionals to adhere it in place – but before you do that,
stamp the sentiment you want in place – it’s easier to do that before you add your balloon, especially if you
use the Stamp-a-ma-jig for your stamp placement
6. Punch out little red glittery hearts and add to the card again using your Fine Tip Glue Pen
7. Add your finished top layer to your card base and there you have one beautiful card perfect for Valentine’s
Day, weddings, anniversaries or engagements!
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